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Modulation Analysis - FM
Using Jitter And Timing Functions To Analyze FM signals

The Jitter and Timing Analysis
(JTA) option functions are ideal
for extracting the modulating
waveform from a frequency
modulated (FM) signal. The fre-
quency deviation of the carrier,
the modulation frequency, and
the modulation index can all be
determined from the demodu-
lated waveform.

The analysis of a 10 MHz FM
signal with a 20 kHz sinewave
modulation and 100 kHz devia-
tion is shown in figure 1.  The
acquired frequency modulated
waveform  is shown in the upper
trace (CH2).  The JTA function
JitterTrack Frequency is used to
obtain a function of instantane-
ous frequency vs. time shown in
trace A.  The sinusoidal modula-
tion is clearly evident.  Averag-
ing is applied to improve the sig-
nal to noise ratio and the resul-
tant modulation signal is dis-
played in trace B.  Measurement
parameters read the maximum
and minimum value of the
modulation waveform which
contain the maximum and mini-
mum frequency excursion or de-
viation (about ± 110 kHz).  The
mean value is the nominal carrier
frequency.  The frequency of the
modulation waveform (20 kHz)
is the modulation frequency.
The FM modulation index is the
ratio of deviation to modulating
frequency (about 5:1 for this ex-
ample).

The lower trace in this waveform
is the averaged fast Fourier trans-
form (FFTAVG).  In this case it
has been expanded about the 10
MHz carrier and shows the side-
band structure of the FM wave-
form with a horizontal scale
factor of 100 kHz/division and a
resolution bandwidth (∆f) of
2kHz.

Another approach for demodu-
lating the FM waveform is to
measure the phase variation of
the signal as a function of time
and to scale and differentiate the
phase to obtain the frequency
variation.   This approach is il-
lustrated in figure 2.  The in-

stantaneous phase is obtained
using the JitterTrack Interval
function shown in trace A.  This
time interval error function com-
pares the waveform threshold
crossing to a reference frequency
and produces a plot of time error
vs. time.  The error can be ex-
pressed in absolute time or nor-
malized to the period of the ref-
erence frequency and read out in
unit intervals.   The rescale math
function is used to convert from
time interval error to phase in ra-
dians. The multiplicative  con-
stant required to convert time
interval error in unit interval (UI)
to radians is 1/2π = 0.159155 and
is applied in trace B.

Figure 1 Analysis of an FM signal using both JitterTrack fre-
quency (Jfreq) and the FFT
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The rescaled phase function can
now be differentiated to obtain
the instantaneous frequency as a
function of time.  This is accom-
plished in trace C.  Note that in
order to reduce the generation of
noise in the differentiation proc-
ess the number of points  in the
calculation is reduced to 250 us-
ing the Zoom + Math menu as
shown in the figure.

Trace C is rescaled in trace D to
add the nominal frequency (10
MHz) which was removed in the
time interval analysis.   Both
waveforms are overlaid in the
lowest grid.  Measurement pa-
rameters read the same parame-
ters discussed in the first exam-
ple and yield similar numeric re-
sults.

The second technique is more ef-
fective for FM analysis on wave-
forms with smaller frequency
deviations.  The time interval er-
ror measurement usually exhibits
a higher signal to noise ratio than
the JitterTrack Frequency.

It should be obvious that the JTA
functions, augmented by the full
featured math processes avail-
able in LeCroy digital oscillo-
scopes, allow users to extract
both frequency and phase varia-
tions as functions of time.  These
functions serve as the basis for
modulation analysis within the
scope.

Figure 2 – Deriving the modulation waveform using the time
interval error function (Jinterval)
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